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Abstract Spain has universal public health care coverage. Emergency care provisions are offered to patients in different modalities and levels according to the characteristics of the medical complaint: at primary care centers (PCC), in an extrahospital setting by emergency medical services (EMS) and at hospital emergency departments (ED). We have more than 3,000 PCCs, which are run by family doctors (general practitioners) and pediatricians. On average, there is 1 PCC for every 15,000 to 20,000 inhabitants, and every family doctor is in charge of 1,500 to 2,000 citizens, although less populated zones tend to have lower ratios. Doctors spend part of their duty time in providing emergency care to their own patients. While not fully devoted to emergency medicine (EM) practice, they do manage minor emergencies. However, Spanish EMSs contribute hugely to guarantee population coverage in all situations. These EMS are run by EM technicians (EMT), nurses and doctors, who usually work exclusively in the emergency arena. EDs dealt with more than 25 million consultations in 2008, which implies, on average, that one out of two Spaniards visited an ED during this time. They are usually equipped with a wide range of diagnostic tools, most including ultrasonography and computerized tomography scans. The academic and training background of doctors working in the ED varies: nearly half lack any structured specialty residence training, but many have done specific master or postgraduate studies within the EM field. The demand for emergency care has grown at an annual rate of over 4% during the last decade. This percentage, which was greater than the 2% population increase during the same period, has outpaced the growth in ED capacity. Therefore, Spanish EDs become overcrowded when the system exerts minimal stress. Despite the high EM caseload and the potential severity of the conditions, training in EM is still unregulated in Spain. However, in April 2009 the Spanish Minister of Health announced the imminent approval of an EM specialty, allowing the first EM resident to officially start in 2011. Spanish emergency physicians look forward to the final approval, which will complete the modernization of emergency health care provision in Spain.
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Introduction

Spain, 1 of the 27 countries constituting the European Union, is located in the southwest of Europe. It had an area of 505,988 km² with a population of 46,157,822 inhabitants as of 2008. At that time, the International Monetary Fund placed Spain 9th worldwide in nominal gross domestic product (GDP) and 25th according to its per capita GDP [1]. Spain is politically and administratively divided into 17 autonomous communities, which are partially ruled by democratically elected regional governments: 15 are located...
on the Iberian Peninsula, and 2 are archipelagos (the Canary Islands located in the Atlantic Ocean, off the northwest coast of Africa, and the Balearic Islands located in the Mediterranean Sea). These autonomous communities are heterogeneous in terms of extension and population, ranging from more than 8 million people in Andalusia to 0.3 million in La Rioja (Fig. 1). The largest cities in Spain are Madrid (3.2 million), Barcelona (1.6 million), Valencia (0.8 million) and Seville (0.7 million) [2]. Additionally, Spain receives nearly 60 million tourists every year, with some areas increasing their population several fold during the summer [3].

Health care provision

Spain has universal public health care coverage, which is recognized and warranted by its Constitution and provided by the Spanish government. Although it was designed to be supported economically by mixed revenue from employer and employee contributions and from the general national budget through taxes, the latter now provides the vast majority of funding [4]. For the last 25 years, every Spanish autonomous community has progressively taken full responsibility for the organization of the health care provision to their citizens according to their own local particularities, while at the same time fulfilling generic rules imposed by the Spanish Ministry of Health. This process was completed in 2002. This system has pros and cons: while it involves some fragmentation of health care provision, it allows greater proximity to local geographic and demographic needs. Today every Spanish citizen has his/her individual health care card provided by the local authorities, which entitles him/her to seek and receive health care assistance throughout the country. In general, the majority of services are free, although the card owner must contribute to some extent (which varies according to age and other particular circumstances) to drug costs, optic and hearing devices, some dental care and a few other services. The Spanish citizens can also obtain the European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) that provides, with a few variations among countries, free non-scheduled health care assistance within the European Union. Additionally, Spaniards may also receive free health care if they are traveling outside the European Union, provided that the country in question has a reciprocal health care arrangement with Spain.

In addition, approximately 20% of Spanish citizens also have private medical insurance [5]. This insurance varies according to the coverage paid for by the consumer. As a general rule, the insurance company covers the health care costs, but insured individuals have no right to economic
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compensation for illness. Accordingly, there are some private centers (ranging from small private medical clinics to large high-tech hospitals) that exclusively work with these individuals. However, some of these centers may provide health care services to both public (health care card holders) and private (private insurance or direct patient payment) consumers.

The official sanitary and health data published in 2003 [6] are as follows: 78.7 years of life expectancy at birth; perinatal and infantile mortality rates under 5 per 1,000 alive newborns; cardiovascular diseases as the main (34.9%) cause of death; road accident death rate of 1.4 per 10,000 inhabitants per year; and working death rate of 4.8 per 100 million worked hours.

**Emergency care provision**

The emergency care provision is offered to patients in different modalities and levels according to the characteristics of the medical complaint. Classically, it is divided into three different parts based on the three main sources of emergency care: emergency consultations attended at primary care centers (PCC); in a community setting by emergency medical services (EMS); and at hospital emergency departments (ED). The resources and resolution capacity of each level are clearly different. From the human resources point of view, since the EM specialty for doctors and nurses does not yet exist in Spain, their professional profile varies widely, especially depending on the type of work center where they are employed.

For all the above-mentioned reasons, policy makers and administrators request that the population use all these free resources in accordance with their level of need. ED should be reserved for more complex patients to avoid overcrowding; however, it is well accepted that internal factors (i.e., those depending on the system) play a more important role than external factors (i.e., demand pressure) in explaining the generalized delays in receiving urgent care. Among the former factors, the lack of hospital beds to admit boarding ED patients, as well as patients waiting for outcome after initial assessment and treatment, are the most important causative agents for ED collapse [7, 8]. Accordingly, policies have been repeatedly addressed to increase the coordination among these three levels of emergency care provision [9–12].

**Emergency care provided by primary care centers**

Spain has more than 3,000 PCCs, which are run by family doctors (general practitioners) and pediatricians. Some PCCs also include other specialties such as gynecology and orthopedic surgery. On average, there is 1 PCC for every 15,000 to 20,000 inhabitants, and every family doctor is in charge of 1,500 to 2,000 citizens, although less populated zones tend to have lower ratios. Doctors spend part of their duty time in providing emergency care to their own patients. They are not fully devoted to EM practice, but sufficiently manage minor emergencies. Patients with a non-scheduled urgent consultation can usually obtain an appointment within 24–72 h with their own doctor; otherwise, they can be visited the same day by another doctor from the center. Patients with mobility problems may be visited at home during the day by their general practitioner. In general, complementary immediate tests available in PCC are limited and usually consist of electrocardiography and blood and urine sticks.

During the past few years, effort has been made to provide more powerful diagnostic tools at this level. Today radiographies, dry biochemistry, blood analysis and pulse-oxymetry are provided in selected PCCs, with a specific location where emergency consultations are attended 24 h a day. Some PCCs are even equipped with small observation units to maintain patients up to 6–12 h if home discharge is anticipated. Doctors working in these new PCC emergency facilities are, in most cases, fully devoted to EM: in many cases they are not the PCC family doctors; rather, many are hired exclusively as emergency physicians (EP) to provide attention to these emergency consultations. Another important change in the concept of medical care has entailed moving from the primary care continuous attention concept towards a continuous emergency attention model. These new emergency centers are only partially available in the largest cities. Their effectiveness will help the administration to decide if this policy should be maintained or even expanded [13].

**Emergency care provided by emergency medical systems**

Spanish EMSs contribute hugely to guarantee population coverage in all situations. They are run by EM technicians (EMT), nurses and doctors who usually work exclusively in the emergency arena. Their role in big cities is essential, often providing continuous at-home services during PCC off-hours. Characteristically, the demand is greater on weekends and between 3–10 pm, probably influenced by PCC time tables. Respiratory problems are the main complaint treated by EMS [14, 15]. Despite concerns of EMS overuse due to their easy access, prompt response, at-home care delivery and zero cost to the consumer, it has been repeatedly demonstrated that EMSs in Spain are not used as a first option to enter the health care system [14–16].

Public spaces are a major scenario for EMS for both minor emergencies and accidents, as well as mass casualties and catastrophes [17]. Spanish EMSs have faced major catastrophes in recent years, with the Madrid bombing...
terrorist attacks on 11 March 2004 being the largest. Extensive analysis and description of such actions have been published abroad [17–20]. In this setting, the provision of health care with advanced cardiac life support (ACLS) units is crucial. Very recently, the distribution of ACLS units has been published [21]: in January 2009, Spain had 362 operative teams (327 corresponding to road transport ambulances and 35 to helicopter ambulances) operating at a ratio of 1 ACLS unit to 127,308 inhabitants (0.78/100,000 population) with ratios varying four-fold among different geographic areas. In addition, EMS can provide support for patient transportation in isolated areas from low- to high-tech hospitals. A recent study showed that, although exclusive internal hospital resources were used in 58.3% of transportsations, 33.3% required a combination of their own services and outside suppliers provided by EMSs, and the EMSs were exclusively used by 8.3% of the hospitals [22]. Emergency medical service provided by helicopters, which include trained physicians and nurses in their crews, merits special mention because they ensure correct medical care and transfer from isolated geographic zones, especially in the archipelagos [22–25]. Finally, coordination of medical care from EMSs is carried out in centralized centers where experienced doctors, nurses and technicians assign the best resource according to well-structured, computerized protocols.

Emergency care provided by hospital emergency departments

EDs dealt with more than 25 million consultations in 2008, which implies, on average, that one out of two Spaniards visited an ED during this time. They are usually equipped with a wide range of diagnostic tools, most including ultrasonography and computerized tomography scans. Today the academic and training background of doctors working in the ED varies, although most work well in all types of emergencies because of full-time dedication to EM. Nearly half lack any structured specialty residency training, but many of them have done specific master or postgraduate studies within EM.

At the end of the 1990s Spanish EDs had some deficiencies, which were investigated and reported by Montero et al. in a series of papers [26–28] evaluating nearly 200 Spanish EDs. The most relevant deficiencies were the following: heterogeneous hierarchic assignation of the ED within the hospital with less than one-half being considered a true department; the insufficient number of rooms in 40% of EDs, mainly in those located in the highest level hospitals; and the lack of complementary exploration/analysis facilities assigned exclusively to the ED in most centers. Additionally, they found a large proportion of the patients coming to the ED spontaneously, avoiding the remaining emergency extrahospital points of care. They also reported an excessive health care burden per ED at high-tech hospitals, while the community EDs were those proportionally worse off in human (physician) resources. Finally, they detected a non-adequate form of work, which for staff was usually 8-h shifts and night duties, supported by intern and resident physicians, mainly in their first or second year of training.

Since then, some efforts have been made to correct these ED deficiencies. An increasing number of EDs have achieved the status of independent hospital departments, their patient capacity has been raised, different strategies to re-direct patient flows have been approached and substantial increases in the number of ED staff have been made. Additionally, the work schedule is shifting in most Spanish EDs from a mixed model of 8-h shifts plus 24-h duties to a model exclusively based on 8-h or a maximum of 12-h shifts to match the European directives regarding work days [29]. However, these changes in work hours will need some additional years to be fully implemented in all EDs of the public health care system.

Unfortunately, all these changes have not been enough. The demand for emergency care at EDs has been growing at an annual rate of over 4% during the last decade, double the 2% population increase (mainly due to immigration [30]) registered during that period and surpassing the growth in hospital ED capacity [31]. Therefore, EDs become overcrowded when the system exerts minimal stress [32–34], which has a clear impact on the quality of care provided [35]. It is, however, a seemingly unavoidable effect in all developed countries providing free universal health care and ED access [36]. This situation has prompted all the personnel involved to make changes to ameliorate this condition [37]. In an attempt to decrease ED arrivals, a partial payment for services has been proposed in some situations, especially when misused [38], as has patient diversion to other system resources [39], or an offer to call services for better guidance to thereby avoid a part of hospital ED consultations [40]. The rationale for such actions is based on the fact that in Spain, as in most other countries, around 30% of ED consultations are identified as inadequate demand, using objective tools of measurement [41–43]. On the other hand, greater efforts have been made to adapt the physical structure and human resources to cope with this increasing demand [44]. One of the most remarkable initiatives has been the implementation of triage systems for prioritizing patient assistance based on the severity of their condition [45]. Spain has no common triage model. The Manchester, Canadian and Spanish systems are used widely across the country; the latter [Sistema Español de Triage (SET) or Spanish Triage
System]) was specifically designed, developed and recommended by the Spanish Society of Emergency Medicine (SEMES) [46]. Most EDs have redesigned their circuits and patient flow to gain efficiency [47], although most of the benefits of these changes have shown to dissipate within only a few years [48]. In some instances, depending on the ED staff, specific observation and/or short-stay units have been launched [49, 50]. When measured, this model has proved to be more efficient than other classical management models [51–54]. Another example of coordination among different emergency levels of actuation is the installation, in many big Spanish cities, of activation codes for certain pathologies (like acute myocardial infarction, stroke, polytrauma, sepsis), which have allowed improvement in quality and results [55].

The Spanish Society for Emergency Medicine (SEMES)

The efforts previously discussed imply the participation of around 50,000 professionals across the country, including doctors, nurses and EMTs. The main scientific society that joins all these professionals is the SEMES. Founded in 1988, it has 7,587 members, including 5,366 doctors, 1,236 nurses and 985 EMTs. In a recent paper [56], its three past presidents reviewed the main goals achieved during the organization’s 20 years of existence: the development and consolidation of several courses for continuous learning of professionals; the publication of hundreds of books and manuals; the definition of accreditation criteria for PCCs attending emergencies, EMSs and EDs; the foundation of EMERGENCIAS, the SEMES scientific journal published since 1988 and currently edited bimonthly; the participation in all forums where EM is involved and/or debated; the organization of an annual meeting in early June that includes around 2,000 attendees [57], as well as several regional meetings; joining the European Society of Emergency Medicine (EuSEM); the creation of its own accreditation model for EM doctors, nurses and EMT based on both curriculum merits and a specific annual exam; and the recent achievement of official academic recognition and regulation of EMT by the Spanish authorities.

However, the main point lacking is the recognition of the medical and nursing specialties in EM. Regarding the first, it seems we are nearly there. In April 2009, the Spanish Minister of Health, Bernat Soria, announced the imminent approval of the EM specialty, allowing the first EM residency to start in 2011 [58]. This promise was confirmed and assumed by his substitute, Trinidad Jiménez, in a public interview a few days after joining the Ministry [59]. Therefore, after the consolidation of EDs in the majority of hospitals and the adjustment of staff requirements, the SEMES looks forward to final approval of the EM specialty, which should be achieved during the next few months and will complete the modernization of emergency health care provision in Spain.

In the meantime, accreditation for doctors and nurses promoted and developed by SEMES remains the only structured certification of adequate knowledge and skills in emergency medicine. They are obtained by an annual national exam and, although not officially recognized by health or education authorities, they retain a high level of prestige among Spanish emergency physicians and nurses.

Emergency medicine in Spanish medical schools

Despite the high caseload in EM and the potential severity of conditions attended, training in EM is still unregulated in Spain. With respect to medical school teaching of EM, Coll-Vinent and coworkers have very recently reviewed the medical school programs at Spanish universities [60]: 22 of the 28 Spanish medical school programs have at least one subject specifically focusing on EM, although in most cases this subject is an elective that only lasts 4 months. The number of credits and the scope and content of the syllabi vary considerably, as do the methods of assessing student performance. In general, EM courses do not follow SEMES recommendations. Accordingly, academic EM departments are essentially lacking since the professors teaching EM courses come from departments such as anesthesia and internal medicine, and provide instruction in a non-standardized fashion. This issue should be addressed in the near future.

EM specialty development

The formation of medical specialists in Spain is regulated by a 1984 law [61], and it has been developed through a competitive national residency program since 1989 [62]. Today this program oversees 48 different medical specialties. Despite SEMES efforts to include EM as one of these specialties, this has not yet occurred. From conversations between the SEMES and the Spanish health authorities, it seems that the creation of the EM specialty will be linked to a fully redesigned residency program, which transforms the residency system from 48 individual specialty programs working independently to a few branches joining specialties with common program parts, where uniform training will be given during the first years of residency. Thereafter, specific specialty training will be completed during the last years. First drafts have placed EM in the same branch as
family medicine and internal medicine, with 2 years of common training and 3 additional years of specialized training in EM. These drafts were proposed by the SEMES [63] and other scientific societies as well as by the “Pre” Council of Emergency Medicine [64] (created by the Ministry of Health); however, they are still pending approval by the Minister of Health. This is in accordance with the EM curriculum launched by the EuSEM [65] and recently approved by the UEMS (European Union of Medical Specialists), which has been fully subscribed to by the SEMES. Meanwhile, EM is being developed for doctors coming from family medicine, internal medicine, pediatrics and intensive care specialties; in some cases these doctors will dedicate their professional lives to EM practice. A mechanism for the recognition of such doctors as specialists in EM is also anticipated with the proposal that they be recognized as EM specialists made by the government coinciding with the approval of EM as a primary specialty. Both launching EM residency and recognition of current EM physicians are still waiting to be published as a Royal Decree [66].

Research in emergency medicine

The research activity from 1975 to 2004 produced 606 papers (20.2 per year) authored by Spanish EPs in indexed journals: two-thirds written in Spanish, 50% original research and most from EPs working at hospitals. Research showed a great dispersion, since 137 centers yielded at least one paper, although the majority came from Catalonia, Andalusia and Madrid. The average impact factor was 1.11, with an index of no citation of 45%, and indexes of in-hospital, out-hospital and international collaborative studies of 57%, 19% and 4%, respectively. All these indexes were lower than those observed for the whole Spanish scientific production, although they showed a significant improvement over the last 30 years [67]. However, the production volume of Spanish EPs ranks among the lowest among other medical specialties in Spain (hematology, endocrinology, cardiology, respiratory, gastroenterology, pediatrics, surgery and trauma) and those of EPs abroad (USA, UK, Ireland, Italy, France, Germany, The Netherlands and Belgium). By contrast, the ratio of productivity of Spanish EPs over the last 10 years has shown the greatest increase among the Spanish medical specialties examined and ranks only second among that of EPs abroad, being only surpassed by that of specialists from The Netherlands [68]. These results have been achieved regardless of the fact that papers published by Spanish EPs in indexed journals only account for half of their overall work, with the remaining articles published in EMERGENCIAS, the scientific journal of SEMES, which is currently not indexed [69, 70]. This is additional proof that the EM specialty in Spain is a reality despite the lack of official approval.
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